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Social Media Student Engagement Strategy  

Purpose: The purpose of this document is to identify MSU Sustainability’s student audiences and offer a framework for 

engaging with them based on their needs and uses of social media channels.  

Audience + audience needs  

1. Sustainability-focused students [likely to receive our messages and who are already sustainability-

inclined] 

a. Top needs from MSU Sustainability  

i. Help bring sustainable ideas/initiatives/projects to life through funding  

ii. Connect sustainability-minded students to student organizations who best suit their individual 

sustainability interests  

iii. Serve as a hub for sharing the research, projects, campaigns, initiatives, etc. produced by these 

students  

iv. Act as hub of information regarding sustainability on campus and identify sustainability-related 

student groups, research, facilities, features, services, etc. 

v. Share tips for integrating sustainability into college life  

b. Top channels for engaging these students  

i. Twitter 

1. Informational: share research, local events, news, industry trends, etc. 

2. Inspirational: use of campaigning to strengthen MSU’s identity as a sustainable institution 

that students are proud of   

ii. Instagram 

1. Demonstrational: “show rather than tell” how to incorporate sustainability into daily 

college life; use of light/playful/humorous tone and short videos/loop videos 

iii. Facebook  

1. Inspirational: use of campaigning to strengthen MSU’s identity as a sustainable institution 

that students are proud of  

2. Informational: share local events and breaking industry trends  

2. Not sustainability-focused students [unlikely to have experience with sustainability and more 

skeptical/indifferent/unaware of our messages; includes incoming students] 

a. Top needs from MSU Sustainability  

i. Demonstrate personal value [time/money/etc.] in acts of sustainability  

ii. Establish institutional pride in MSU as a sustainable university  

iii. Showcase acts of sustainability/sustainable research as attainable and relatable  

iv. “Humanize” sustainability in a way that directly relates to college life  

b. Top channels for engaging these students  

i. Twitter 

1. Inspirational: [most of these students won’t be following us] use of campaigning and 

connecting with popular MSU accounts to widely share images/videos that strengthen 

MSU’s identity as a sustainable institution  

ii. Facebook  

1. Inspirational: use of video campaigning to showcase sustainability at MSU as an obstacle 

that Spartans are collectively overcoming; strengthen MSU’s identity as a sustainable 

institution  

iii. Instagram  

1. Demonstrational: “show rather than tell” how to incorporate sustainability into daily 

college life; use of light/playful/humorous tone and short videos/loop videos  

 

Campaign suggestions  
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Time of 
Year  

Campaign  Brand Tone  Focus/ 
theme 

Details  Reference campaign/ 
material 

Fall  Welcome 
new Spartans  

Individual 
strength/ 
extraordinary 
impact  

Building 
brand 
identity/ 
student 
engagemen
t 

-Use current footage of student 
research, funded projects, b-roll 
-Action-based music  
-15-30 seconds  
-Emphasize that ALL students are 
capable of making serious 
advancements in the environmental field 
[regardless of year, age, major, etc.] 
-Emphasize student responsibility to 
address these issues  

Spartans Will: 
Research  

http://ow.ly/pY2s301
tNTJ 
[Hey environment, 
we’ve got your back] 

Fall  Green 
tailgating/ 
how-to 
recycle 
[could be 
separate 
concepts] 

Collective 
power  

Recycling/ 
waste 
reduction   

-Create very short [10-20 second] videos 
that showcase unique/ odd ways to 
recycle 
-Use of “out there” items or language to 
draw interest 
-Use tailgating scene and demonstrate 
how to make recycling fun and “human” 
[i.e. set up recycling game] to reach 
students  
-Simple, informative, short text caption 

Lowe’s #FixItInSix 

http://ow.ly/hmC530
1tM22 
 

Holiday  Green gifting  Collective 
power  

Recycling/ 
waste 
reduction  

-Create very short [10-20 second] videos 
on how-to green the gifting season  
-Pick 2-3 different green-gifting practices 
to show side-by-side  
-End text, something like “The gift that 
gives back” or “The green gift revolution” 
etc.  

Marks and Spencer 
Food: lunch wraps  

http://ow.ly/suD3301
tT41 
 

Spring  Using MSU’s 
green 
features  

Collective 
power  

 -Have advocates use MSU’s green 
services/ facilities/ features [i.e. bike fix-
it-yourself station] 
-15-30 second video loops/ vine style 
-Use students to show students [find 
student demonstrators] 
-Add in some unrelated talent/ comment/ 
etc. to lighten tone  

Coca-cola’s new 
fountain dispenser 
promo 

http://ow.ly/yCDr301
tQBZ 
 

Spring  Compare & 
contrast 
green vs. 
non-green 
activities  

Individual 
strength/ 
collective 
power  

Recycling/ 
waste 
reduction/ 
energy/ 
water  

-Use GIF or really short video to 
compare common items/ activities and 
their sustainable alternative [i.e. plastic 
water bottle vs. reusable or traditional 
vs. LED lightbulb]  
-Image of each side by side with text 
overlay and minimal animation  
-Also point out monetary/ time/ other 
savings by opting for sustainable option  
-Perhaps end with short image/GIF of a 
student choosing and using the 
sustainable alternative   

Starbucks Cold Brew 
vs. Iced Coffee 
comparison 

http://ow.ly/giGg301t
Y54 
 

Spring [or 
summer] 

Showcasing 
MSU’s 
research 
facilities 
[Organic 
farm, KBS, 
etc.] 

Extraordinary 
impact/ 
collective 
power  

Building 
brand 
identity 

-Use b-roll of sustainable facilities/ 
research [KBS, Organic Farm, Bailey 
GREENhouse, etc.] 
-Tell story through short text overlay 
-Focus on fun stats, collaboration and 
visually appealing b-roll  
-Emphasis on MSU’s mission to create a 
more sustainable tomorrow  

Starbucks coffee co-
ops/ small farmers 
matter 

http://ow.ly/TwXd30
1u0DL 
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Structuring those campaigns across all channels   

Campaign  Twitter   Facebook  Instagram  Newsletter 

Welcome new 
Spartans 

-Secondary platform 
-Break video into short 
clips with similar tone 
-Connect with accounts 
that have direct 
connections to new 
students    

-Lead platform  
-Bold text overlay 
included to draw 
attention without volume  
-Emphasis on Spartan 
brand to increase 
sharability  
 

-Secondary platform  
-Use Twitter length 
videos  
-Try to find user 
generated content to 
share in connection with 
campaign [i.e. new 
students in environmental 
field or who are sharing 
sustainability] 

-Supplemental write up 
-Video is a peek into these 
stories, write up provides 
short bio for the projects, 
quotes from the students, 
etc.? 
-Lead platform  

Green 
tailgating/ 
how-to recycle 

-Lead platform  
-Correlate green 
tailgating posts with high 
profile athletic events  
–Consider adjusting 
time/day of posts to 
match game day  
-Use any trending game 
day hashtags  
-Use rivalry game 
language when 
appropriate 
 

 

-Secondary platform 
- Repurpose gameday 
posts and quirky 
recycling tips  

-Lead platform  
-More emphasis on quirky 
recycling tips and tricks  
-Film videos on campus 
[choose high traffic 
locations] and tag 
geolocation for higher 
exposure  

-Lauren lead  
-categories of quirky 
recyclable material?  
-Recycling on MSU’s 
campus guide? Use 
materials that are 
commonly used on campus 
[Sparty’s/ Starbucks/ caf 
materials?] 

Green gifting  -Secondary platform  
-Repurpose Instagram 
videos  
-Short caption—perhaps 
only use gift/ holiday 
emojis :)  
-Challenge departments 
to green gifting 
challenges? [those who 
already have 
sustainability buy-in, i.e. 
Union vs. Library] 
 

-Secondary platform 
-Share green gifting 
guide to reach faculty/ 
staff  
-Maybe showcase our 
favorite green gifting 
creations via FB, call out 
department if applicable 

-Lead platform 
-Supplement 
informational videos with 
“team creations” or user 
generated green gifting 
creations  
 

-‘Green gifting guide’? 
-Maybe structure more like 
the ‘power down’ flyer—
something departments 
can share during holiday 
season, more informational 

Using MSU’s 
green features 

 -Lead platform  -Secondary platform  
 

-Lead platform 
   

-No supplemental write up 
-Maybe update/ repurpose 
‘Creating a sustainable 
campus community’ article?  

Compare & 
contrast green 
vs. non-green 
activities 

-Lead platform -Secondary platform -Lead platform  
 

-No supplemental write up 

Showcasing 
MSU’s 
research 
facilities 
[Organic farm, 
KBS, etc.] 

-Secondary platform -Lead platform -Secondary platform -Lead platform  
-Because KBS was so 
motivated to work with us, 
could be a really 
substance-rich feature 
about their research/ 
facilities  
-KBS through the eyes of 
MSU students? Interview 
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students with internships at 
KBS to learn about the 
research/ facilities through 
their stories 

 

 

 

Communication objectives  

1. Demonstrate sustainability leadership on campus to drive social norms  

2. Showcase how individual actions lead to collective, strong impact  

3. Enhance awareness of MSU’s sustainability efforts  

4. Communicate mission, goals, values, initiatives as they relate to sustainability  

5. Practice transparency by reporting goals, progress and performance on a regular basis  

6. Increase/generate leads for sustainability consultation and requests 

7. Increase awareness of how stakeholders can be part of campus sustainability initiatives  

8. Highlight sustainability leaders and early adopters to reinforce their efforts and create social norms around 

sustainability  

9. Help share resources and facilitate information flow between units across campus  

10. Showcase MSU Sustainability team  


